Kendall Howard
Bar Mount LCD Monitor
Installation Instructions

The following instructions are universal for the Performance and Performance Plus Series of LAN Station Workbenches.

1) Slide Bar Bracket on from the rear of the Accessory Bar
2) Drop Head Assembly into the hole in the Bar Bracket
3) Place the tube lock under the bracket.
4) Add washer and tighten nut
5) Mount your flat screen monitor with the provided screws

**NOTE**
Some larger monitors may require the use of the plastic spacers provided in the hardware pack.

Adjustments
1) Use the provided hex wrench to adjust the tension on the horizontal adjustment bolt
2) Use the adjustment knob to change the head assembly position as required

WARNING!
IMPROPER INSTALLATION CAN LEAD TO DISPLAY FAILING CAUSING SERIOUS PERSONAL INJURY OR DAMAGE TO EQUIPMENT. USING SCREWS OF IMPROPER SIZE MAY DAMAGE YOUR DISPLAY. PROPER SCREWS WILL EASILY AND COMPLETELY THREAD INTO THE LCD MOUNTING HOLES.

REFER TO YOUR MONITOR MANUAL FOR MORE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS ON PROPERLY MOUNTING THE DEVICE.